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About This Content

Build great palaces or mighty castles with a whole new set of Khitan building pieces that make your constructions look vastly
different to anything seen in Conan Exiles. Get ready for battle in three new armors and one new weapon set. Decorate your
home with many new placeables, such as cauldrons, carpets, tables and braziers and customize your look with new warpaints.

The Imperial East Pack contains:

39 new Khitan building pieces.
A full set of building pieces with the same stats as existing tier three.

15 new armor pieces in three sets, such as the Khitan Officer Armor.
Light, medium and heavy sets with an epic end-game version of each.

9 new weapons in one Khitan weapon set.
Same power as iron weapons with an epic end-game version of each weapon.

5 new warpaints in Khitan style.
Decorative warpaints in jade, black, white and red.

25 new placeables, such as a dragon idol and hanging lamps.
Can be created at an all new Khitan Artisan station.
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All the new content from Khitai is exclusive to this DLC and adds a host of new visual options but does not give any in-game
advantage in power. All the new items have the comparable stats to existing items.
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Title: Conan Exiles - The Imperial East Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Funcom
Publisher:
Funcom
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit/ Windows 8 64 Bit/ Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core i5-2300 or AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 (1GB) or AMD Radeon HD 7770 (1GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Italian
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first review
there's a bunch of cool skins especially for the bruiser, the riot one is the best one out there.
if it's on deal then you should get it, don't think it's worth \u00a32 tho.. GREAT GAME!
Simplistic mechanic, difficult to master
Easy to learn. Very nice, but note it doesn't include "Symmetric generation" or "History" in the soundtrack.. Very short DLC,
but actually for what it is, I really enjoyed it.
Items and weapons within this DLC are pretty cool and just a little breath of fresh air from the base game.

I recommend it if you can get the DLC for cheap, just for items alone.. Most VR games are more like gimmicky apps, but
Neptune Flux is a story-driven adventure game in an open world. Grow the capabilities of your pod by searching for salvage and
treasure. Look back through time to figure out the mystery. While it isn't a huge story, it's involved, engaging, and helps set the
stage for what we should expect in VR gaming.
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Early Access Review!!

Pros:

Floating through space on intercept trajectories with space junk using only your handheld boosters (and your gun if your
desperate) to guide you... dont miss your target...

A survival game that is a real challenge
-You have to grow food, in order to grow food you have to source the materials and seeds from the space junk.
-Oxygen and electricity are a commodity, use them wisely.
- Defend you ship from the ever present threat of asteroids that can punch holes in your ship and suck out all your precious O2.

Standing, Sitting, or room space compatable. you'll be flailing your arms around to jockey around satelites to avoid asteroid
showers so bring your motivation.

Cons:
Basic graphical design.
The tutorial doesn't explain much.
No music/ over tone sounds
Dieing is frustrating, but your progress on the ship is saved

Conclusion:

No it doesn't have great graphics or a formidable musical score. But the concept is great and very original. If you want
something that stands out from the masses of shooters for VR this is the game for you. Coming from a one man studio this is
great stuff and he is constantly updating and asking the community for feedback I see this going far and getting more polished
along the way.. Don't let your memes be dreams
Know your memes
Type your memes
Become your memes
5\/7 would meme again!. One of the best games for a coffee table multi-touch screen. Up to 12 players is unheard of. I love this
for parties. Easy to understand and easy to play. Using it on my Samsung SUR40. in the grim dark future there is only war.
There is no peace amongst the stars, only an eternity of carnage and slaughter... and hallways... for some reason.... I don't usually
write a review, most of the times due to my somewhat bad English. But will try on this one nevertheless.
It's one of the classic-style RPGs that bear resemblances to old games on SNES, PSX, etc etc platform. The gameplay itself is
quite nostalgic, followed by an intriguing storyline. Long story short, here's the good(s) and bad(s):

The good things consist of:
-Classic RPG, simple gameplay
-Chaos orbs system, which is kinda new to me, similar to equipments; complex yet neat ways to build the characters in your
party
-No fixation on the composition of your party
-Great and unique storyline
-Challenging(?)

Now onto the bad things:
-On rare occasions, crash at random encounters
-Despite the great storyline, few of the characters' stories lack in-depth details
-Challenging(?)
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